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 afr files for easy re-use. You are the master of your animation. You can create an animation by yourself and save it for future.
You are the creator. Features : *Movies of all sizes *Support for all characters of your videos *Movies were created in after

effects *Import animations created by other users *Included AFR files *Easily edit your animations What's New Version 1.0.5:
*New VFX *New Custom Settings *New Tutorial Ratings and Reviews 3.9 out of 5 25 Ratings aappleby 04/05/2018 pretty

good i’ve used this a few times now and it’s not that bad. there is some problems but it’s not that much. it has the thing where it
keeps changing the sizes of the letters so you have to adjust it. and there are some bad effects when some letters are mis-typed.
seubjy 04/19/2018 i don't know how to use this so I downloaded this and opened it and I can't figure out how to get it to work. I

don't know how to add it to my project or anything. I'm just trying to figure out how to get the text animation to work, I can't
figure out how. I don't know if I need an extra plugin or something, I don't know. But for whatever reason I can't get it to work.
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Does anyone have any experience with this app? so I downloaded this and opened it and I can't figure out how to get it to work.
I don't know how to add it to my project or anything. I'm just trying to figure out how to get the text animation to work, I can't

figure out how. I don 82157476af
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